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The optical field intensity of light scattering from nanorods of
gold has been imaged at distances that are intermediate between
the near-field and far-field regimes using a near-field scanning
optical microscope (NSOM). For scattering from isolated
nanorods the Fraunhofer diffractive behaviour is modified
slightly by the dipolar nature of metal nanoantannae as would be
expected at these imaging distances. However, when the
nanorods are brought into close proximity, interactions between
the nanorods alter the scattering behaviour substantially
creating large field intensities between the structures. By
sampling the field with the near-field microscope tip scanned at
different heights, detailed maps of the scattering profile can be
generated.

The NSOM image of far-field scattered light from an isolated
gold nanorod. The nanorod was imaged at a distance of roughly
8 mm above the support substrate using a scanning near-field
microscope operated at constant height mode.
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1 Introduction Nanorods of metals such as Au have
been widely studied for their potential as nanoantenna.
Recent near-field microscopic studies suggest that the
dipolar nature of the optical near-field can be directly
imaged, yielding a deeper understanding of the scattering
properties of such nanomaterials as they may be mediated by
plasmonic excitations [1–3]. These studies have generally
focused on the evanescent field of isolated nanorods and
from them we have gained significant insight into the
modification of optical absorption profiles of any molecule
placed next to such an antenna. Further, the far-field profiles
of scattering from isolated nanorods of metal are also well
understood [4]. However, when the nanorods are placed
close together such that they begin to interact strongly, how
the far-field scattering might develop is a bit more difficult to
visualize. This is particularly important as assemblies of
nanorods are being used to create negative index materials
[5, 6], antennae arrays for solar cells [7], and nonlinear
optical response such as optical limiting [8].

In this work, we examine the optical field distribution
around interacting small clusters of nanorods at several
wavelengths of the scattered light away from the particles.
Using a near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) to
image scattered light well outside of the near-field distance
from the nanorods, we can fully visualize the scattered field
as it approaches its far-field scattered form. We find
significant field ‘shaping’ due to interactions between
the nanorods. These results are anticipated to have
impact in the use of nanorods in the creation of arrayed
interacting mesoscopic systems such as negative index
materials.
2 Experimental
2.1 Sample preparation The nanorods had length of
59  3 nm and diameter of 12  0.3 nm corresponding to an
aspect ratio of 4.98  0.22. The nanorods were synthesized
as described in Ref. [9] at a concentration of gold particles in
solution of 3.3  10 10 mol/L.
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The nanorods were deposited on freshly cleaved mica by
drop casting. This resulted in a dilute dispersion of nanorods
across the surface with a variety of spacings between the
particles.
2.2 Imaging The imaging setup is shown in Fig. 1.
The NSOM is used in ‘transmission mode’ where light is
introduced from the bottom of the same through the mica
substrate and then scattered into the NSOM tip. The scanning
head is made by Nanonics Inc. and RHK electronics are used
for scanning control. The image is first imaged using the
bent-tip of the NSOM as an atomic force microscope. After
this, the tip is lifted to a height of roughly 8 mm above the
substrate and the field is re-imaged with no feedback.
3 Results Shown in Fig. 2 is the ‘intermediatedistance’ optical field distribution of a single nanorod’s
scattering taken 8 mm from the surface of the substrate.
Notice the Fraunhofer diffraction rings seen around the
nanorod. It is also interesting to note the variation in intensity
around the rings. For the isolated particles, the pattern
typically has two lobes as shown. This suggests that the
diffraction pattern may be modulated by the dipolar nature of
the nanorod. The images shown in Figs. 1–3, are all
10  10 mm in size. Further, the images show the total
optical field signal from the Hamamatsu Photomultiplier
tube (PMT) coupled to the fibre tip. The images were
collected with 256  256 pixel resolution and are greyscaled with 16 bits.
This situation changes when the nanorods are close to
each other. Shown in Fig. 3 is the intermediate-field
scattering of two particles placed ‘near’ each other. ‘Near’
in this example is well outside of the near-field interaction
length expected for plasmons, the nanorods are within
1 mm of each other. Notice that the expected diffraction
pattern would be a simple superposition of the two sets of
rings as is seen far from the particles. However, near the
particles, the lobes of the nanorod’s fields yield modulations
around the rings that are set off at an angle of 458 to the
bisector between the particles as seen in the drawings in red.
The bright intensities are the same for top and bottom
particles (i.e. in phase). Further there is a bright spot between
the particles.

Figure 1 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) The NSOM setup
used to image the nanorods in the intermediate to far-field.
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Figure 2 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) An isolated Au nanorod imaged at 8 mm height.

In Fig. 4 three nanorods have been imaged all within
1 mm of each other. Now the dipolar symmetry has been
broken and notice that the parallel lobes have been lost.
However, in this image the field intensity continues to grow
between the nanorods. The bright intensity between the rods
is seen at every imaging distance between 2 and 100 mm

Figure 3 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) Two interacting
nanorods. The bright parts of the diffraction rings are where the
dipolar nature of the antennae is being modified.
www.pss-b.com
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object, even at these large distances. As the nanorods are
brought closer and allowed to interact, the development of
enhanced field intensity between the nanorods becomes
clear. While this result has been suggested by many
calculations for interacting particles, it is the first time it
has been imaged to our knowledge. These results are
surprising for such distances away from the scatterers and
suggest that the antenna behaviour of the nanoparticle
assembly must be considered in applications that utilize
arrays of such particles.
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Figure 4 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) Three interacting
particles are shown. The three-particle system breaks the dipole
symmetry.

away. This suggests that light transmission between the rods
may be supported by the nanorod–nanorod interactions.
4 Conclusions In this work, we have imaged Au
nanorods in the ‘intermediate-field’ regime, which lies
outside of the near-field, but before the full development of
far-field scattering. Imaging of the optical field shows that for
isolated nanorods, the dipolar nature of the plasmonic
response modifies the diffractive optical field around the
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